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 We rate your URL incorrect 

It looks like nothing was found at this location. This may be due to the page being moved, renamed or deleted.

	Make sure the URL you typed into the address bar is correct.
	Look for the page in the main navigation bar.
	Try using the search field to find what you're looking for.
	Or check out some of our fact-checks with claims that have been rated incorrect.
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Nigeria’s youth unemployment rate at 53.4%? Cryptocurrency firm goes wrong




According to Pioneers, one in two Nigerian youths is unemployed. But the company mangled the claim by using outdated sources.
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Kenya president William Ruto misses mark in claiming country’s annual food import bill is KSh500 billion 




The president’s claim about how much is spent on imports is not supported by the latest data.
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600,000 homeless people on the streets of Johannesburg and Pretoria? Why this claim is flawed




Independent Online recently made this eye-catching claim. Because data informs how resources are shared out, we took a closer look.
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‘Fraudulent and misleading’: why pricey herbal mix touted as a remedy for HIV falls flat 




There is still no cure for the HIV. Expensive treatments advertised on social media that claim otherwise should be ignored. 
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60% of South African consumers debt free? Popular Twitter account mangles study findings 




South African social media users were quick to voice their suspicions when a tweet claimed 60% of their countrymates were debt-free. 
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Liberia peacekeeping ‘largest operation in Africa in the history of the UN’? Fact-checking prominent economist’s claims




Four years after exiting the west African country, the legacy of the United Nations Liberia mission continues to loom large.
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No, activated charcoal won’t counteract date rape drugs – seek medical attention
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Viral home remedy won’t cure your dog’s ‘cat flu’ – and could be toxic




Pet owners are responding to a home concoction shared on social media. But they are well-advised to steer clear.
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No, South African MPs are generally not paid less than their international counterparts




While the country faced rising fuel prices and power cuts, South African members of parliament prepared to accept a salary increase.
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No, you don’t need to avoid these foods and activities during menstruation, claims in viral post are ‘outrageous’




A viral social media post encourages people to stay away from certain foods and activities when menstruating. But is this true?
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Monkeypox does not spread faster in men who have sex with men – virus spreads through contact




A number of South Africans have claimed on social media that monkeypox disproportionally affects men who have sex with men. Is it true?
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South Africa ‘most dangerous country in the world to drive in’? Testing widely reported claim by driver education company




“Staggering” and “frustrating” were just two of the words Zutobi used to describe the country’s road safety. But did its evidence make the g...
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We hold public figures accountable



[image: IFCN Code of Principles]

For democracy to function, public figures need to be held to account for what they say. The claims they make need to be checked, openly and impartially. Africa Check is an independent, non-partisan organisation which assesses claims made in the public arena using journalistic skills and evidence drawn from the latest online tools, readers, public sources and experts, sorting fact from fiction and publishing the results.
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